Phase 2

Work Zone Traffic Plan

To Terminal from Brooks Ave. Westbound

To Brooks Ave.

To Cargo Ramp

Cell Phone Lot

Taper to Single Lane Traffic

PROPOSED EXISTING
CONSTRUCTION BARRELS (ETF)

8' CL F

T

6"X6" POST WITH TELEPHONE BOX AND ADJACENT HANDHOLE

MUTCD R11-2

MUTCD W4-2L

MUTCD W20-5

MUTCD W20-1

RAMP

RAMP

LEFT LANE CLOSED AHEAD

RAMP ROAD WORK AHEAD

PROPOSED TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION BARRELS (TYP.)

MUTCD R11-2

MUTCD R1-1

& M4-10L

CONSTRUCTION BARRICADES WITH LIGHTS DETOUR

CONSTRUCTION BARRELS TEMPORARY TWO LANE, TWO WAY DETOUR ROAD

MUTCD R11-2

JUG HANDLE ROAD

JUG HANDLE ROAD WORK AREA (TYP.)

MUTCD R6-1L

MUTCD R1-1

TD 12+00

TD 17+49

VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGN TERMINAL

RENTAL CARS

CARGO

SMART PHONE LOT TERMINAL/RENTAL CAR SHUTTLE LOT

CONSTRUCTION BARRICADES WITH LIGHTS

CONTRACTOR STAGING AREA (TYP)

MUTCD M4-9

D3-1

COVER EXISTING "AIRPORT" SIGN

MUTCD G20-2

MUTCD M4-9R

D3-1

AIRPORT

REMOVE EXISTING "ONE WAY" AND "DO NOT ENTER" SIGNS

TD 8+60

TD 13+50

TERMIDATE/RENTAL CAR SHUTTLE LOT

CARGO SMART PHONE LOT

CONTRACTOR STAGING AREA